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What Left an Impression?

1. Fair trade goods are not more expensive than their conventional counterparts. Fair

trade organizations cut out the middleman by working directly with producers.

This allows them to maintain product affordability while returning a greater

percentage of the price to producers.

2. There are many other varieties of fair trade goods besides coffee and chocolate.

Fair trade encompasses many agricultural and handcrafted goods such as jewelry,

quinoa, rice, and soap. In fact, fair trade handcrafted goods existed prior to

agricultural goods. Fair trade handcrafted goods were sold starting in 1946 and

coffee was the first agricultural product to be certified fair trade by 1988.

Fair Trade vs. Conventional

1. Conventional hand soap (High Five brand) costs $12.99 while Dr. Bronner’s fair

trade pure castile soap is only $10.99. Dr. Bronner’s soap is organic and

sustainably sourced from fair trade facilities around the world, before being sent to
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a factory in Vista, California. High Five hand soap is not organic and is produced

in a non-fair trade facility in Australia.

2. Conventional coffee beans (Flogger) cost $15 per bag whereas Equator Blend’s

fair trade coffee beans cost $16 per bag. Equator blend’s coffee beans are grown

by locals in Kenya, Sumatra, Colombia, and Brazil. Equator ensures workers are

paid fair wages for their work. Flogger’s coffee beans come from Brazil,

Columbia, and Guatemala. Workers who grow the coffee beans for Flogger’s are

not necessarily paid fair wages for their work.

3. Conventional rice (Happy Belly) costs $1.88 per kilogram whereas Kilombero’s

fair trade rice costs $3.12 dollars per kilogram. Kilombero’s rice is grown in

Malawi by smallholder farms part of NASFAM (National Smallholder Farmers’

Association of Malawi), the largest independent, smallholder-owned membership

organization in Malawi. Workers are paid livable wages and are guaranteed safe

working conditions. Happy Belly rice, in contrast, is grown in the delta region of

the US.
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Visual
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Social Media Caption:

Fair trade companies follow standards that ensure they adhere to a triple bottom line, they

generate profit while aiding both people and the environment. Fair trade practices ensure

fair worker compensation and safe working conditions, as well as require the use of

sustainable practices. Some do not buy fair trade goods because they believe they are

more expensive than their conventional counterparts. What they fail to realize is that fair

trade products eliminate the middleman, buying directly from smaller producers so that

products can be sold at competitive prices while giving greater profit to local producers.

Next time you are at the store, try buying a fair trade alternative to a conventional product

to protect both workers and our planet.

@TurningGreenOrg @FTCampaigns @FairWorldPrj @drbonners @equatorcoffee

#PGC2022 #FairTrade

Social media post on the next page.

https://instagram.com/turninggreenorg
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Social media post:


